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Ethan Heisler, a managing director at Citigroup, wrote in a recent
newsletter for bank treasury clients that institutions, particularly the
very largest banks, have worked to reduce non-LCR friendly commercial deposits.

Banks with more than $50 billion in assets have grown their consumer deposits by 10.2% since the first quarter of 2014. Banks with
assets between $1 billion and $50 billion have grown those balances
by nearly 10.5% during the same period.

“The balance of excess reserves at the largest banks was consequently lower at the end of the second quarter of 2015 yearover-year, after peaking at the end of the first quarter of 2015.
Consequently, retail deposits account for a larger share of the mix of
deposits at the largest banks than they did a year ago,” Heisler wrote
in mid-August.

Some of the country’s biggest banks have actively worked to
reduce commercial deposits. JPMorgan Chase & Co. noted on its
second-quarter earnings conference call that it has decreased nonoperating deposits across its wholesale business by $100 billion this
year. The company said the decrease was partially offset by growth
in consumer deposits.

The nation’s largest banks have grown commercial deposits at
slower rates than their smaller counterparts. SNL data show that
banks with more than $50 billion in assets have grown corporate
deposits more slowly than smaller institutions, increasing those balances by 8.2% since the first quarter of 2014, when corporate and
consumer data was first made available. Comparatively, banks with
assets between $1 billion and $50 billion have increased those balances by 21.6% during the same period.

JPMorgan further noted that its high-quality liquid assets had
fallen $82 billion in the quarter, primarily due to lower levels of cash,
but said the company remained LCR-compliant since it had shrunk
deposits that receive less favorable treatment under the provision.
JPMorgan CFO Marianne Lake said on the call:
“But we are expecting retail deposits to reprice higher and faster
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Data compiled Sept. 11, 2015.
* Represents change in aggregate consumer deposits and aggregate commercial deposits compared to the first quarter of 2014.
Analysis is limited to commercial banks and savings banks with $1 billion or more in total assets that reported regulatory filings as of June 30, 2015.
Excludes institutions that answered “no” to a call report query on offering consumer deposit accounts in any of the last six quarters.
1 Represents transaction and nontransaction savings account deposit products, intended primarily for individuals for personal, household or family use.
2 Represents transaction and nontransaction savings account deposit products, intended for individuals, partnerships and corporations.
Time deposits held by individuals, partnerships or corporations are excluded from the analysis.
Source: SNL Financial
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